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Who are we?

Johanna Bates
@hanabel on Twitter
@hanpersand on Drupal.org 

● Co-founder of DevCollaborative
● Front-end dev for 22 years
● Interest in web accessibility

Clayton Dewey
@claybolto on Twitter
@cedewey on Drupal.org

● Product Owner at DevCollaborative
● User Experience Designer for 11 years
● Focus on usability and empowerment

DevCollaborative.com



Design persona - what we want to be



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xOPrKvSJrfvPfTuE-z8C5geC6eXEizKa/preview


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zRkKz2w8hnufUsh1rxgEtOYL8B7KkkpK/preview


Design persona - what we actually are

● Pushy but not threatening.

● Entitled but not full-on aggro 
creeper.

● Needy but not desperate. Well 
ok actually yes a little bit 
desperate.



These UX patterns manipulate users, to try to get them to do something that we want them to do. 

Coercive UX



These patterns are more than mildly annoying.

Popups, modals, & notifications





Why are these bad?



Users hate them



● List size

● Number of petition signatures

● Open rates 

● Website traffic 

Bumps in metrics



● How many users did you 
annoy and lose?

● How many people entered 
fake email addresses?

● How many sales or 
donations did this UX 
pattern actually result in?

Are you also measuring



Attention is the behavioral and cognitive process of selectively concentrating on a discrete 
aspect of information, whether considered subjective or objective, while ignoring other 
perceivable information.

Forcing the redirection of a user’s attention is 
coercion.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subjectivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objectivity_(philosophy)






● Mental health challenges

● Attention deficit & other cognitive issues

● Users navigating in a second language

● People with a lower level of tech literacy & comfort 

● Anxiety

● Stress 

Cognitive overload affects users with:



Coercive UX shows we don’t trust our users to find ways to engage with us if and when 
they want to. 

We’re not respecting users.



Coercive UX patterns manipulate users, to try 
to get them to do something that we want them 
to do. 



Would you do this with someone in person?



Here is a framework we can use to make more respectful, more 
consentful UX. 

We can do better.



What is Consentful UX?



Consentful technologies are digital applications and spaces that are built with 
consent at their core, and that support the self-determination of people who use and 
are affected by these technologies.

Consentful Tech Definition

Source: consentfultech.io





Freely Given

If an interface is designed to mislead people into doing 
something they normally wouldn’t do, the application is not 
consentful.



Freely Given

Coercive

1. Pop-ups, modals, interstitial videos

2. “Manipulinks” & coercive copy 

3. Autoplaying video or audio



Why are these bad?





https://docs.google.com/file/d/1N5U4n5Ss-Ew35ELm1kvUzc6cV0M8UOPI/preview




Freely Given

Consentful

1. Newsletter sign up in flow of content, 
header, or footer

2. Call to action appearing at the end of an 
article

3. Light use of animation, play button, 
pause button

Coercive

1. Pop-ups, modals, interstitial videos

2. “Manipulinks” & coercive copy 

3. Autoplaying video or audio



Reversible

In technology, you should have the right to limit access or 
entirely remove your data at any time.



Reversible

Coercive

1. No mention of how to delete data

2. Onerous process for deleting data

3. Unsubscribe links in teeny tiny font with low 
contrast



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1hG5xKX_Ot15lUS6bTgoArOXUS6pYxVEk/preview






Reversible

Consentful

1. Clear, easy to find instructions on 
deleting data

2. Easy to unsubscribe

Coercive

1. No mention of how to delete data

2. Unsubscribe links in teeny tiny font with low 
contrast



Informed

Consentful applications use clear and accessible language to inform 
people about the risks they present and the data they are storing, 
rather than burying these important details in, for example, the fine 
print of terms & conditions.



Informed

Coercive

1. Dense, unreadable privacy policies, ToS

2. Clause to change privacy policy at any 
time without notice to users

3. Not translated / translated poorly



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1bEMgildVGfTFfiOqLnEzDyxHlv65wD04/preview


Informed

Consentful

1. Easy to understand Privacy Policy, ToS

2. Notify your users when your privacy 
policy changes (GDPR, laws in some US 
states)

3. Language that users speak

Coercive

1. Dense Privacy Policy, ToS

2. Clause to change Privacy Policy at any 
time without notice to users

3. Not translated / translated poorly



Enthusiastic

If people are giving up their data because they have to in 
order to access necessary services and not because they 
want to, that is not consentful.



Enthusiastic

Coercive

1. Cookie walls or “performative” cookie 
consent, only an “accept” button

2. Aggro-notifications 











Enthusiastic

Consentful

1. Your site must be functional if you 
decline advertising and/or analytics 
cookies, per GDPR

2. Respect users’ notification wishes, don’t 
nag

Coercive

1. Cookie walls or “performative” cookie 
consent, only an “accept” button

2. Aggro-notifications 



Specific

A consentful app only uses data the person has directly given, not data acquired 
through other means like scraping or buying, and uses it only in ways someone 
has consented to.



Specific

Coercive

1. No cookie or generic cookie notification

2. Making gender and other personal info 
fields required when not necessary







Specific

Consentful

1. Specific cookies opt-in settings

2. Forms with only necessary fields, 
appropriately designated as required

Coercive

1. No cookie or generic cookie notification

2. Making Gender and other personal info 
fields required when not necessary



Methods to Apply Consentful UX

● Design Personas

● Co-design

● Run readability tests

● Run usability tests



Convincing Stakeholders

● Improve SEO 

● Trust & respect is good 
business

● True success goes beyond 
vanity metrics



Consentful UX Resources

● Consentful Tech: https://consentfultech.io 

● Beyond Vanity Metrics: https://mobilisationlab.org/resources/beyond-vanity-metrics/

● Google SEO Penalty: Sites Using Interstitial Patterns on Mobile: 
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/08/helping-users-easily-access-content-on.ht
ml 

● Privacy UX: Better Cookie Consent Experiences (Helpful GDPR info): 
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2019/04/privacy-ux-better-cookie-consent-experie
nces/

https://consentfultech.io
https://mobilisationlab.org/resources/beyond-vanity-metrics/
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/08/helping-users-easily-access-content-on.html
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2016/08/helping-users-easily-access-content-on.html
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2019/04/privacy-ux-better-cookie-consent-experiences/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2019/04/privacy-ux-better-cookie-consent-experiences/


Thank you!

Johanna Bates
@hanabel on Twitter
@hanpersand on Drupal.org 

Clayton Dewey
@claybolto on Twitter
@cedewey on Drupal.org

DevCollaborative.com
@Dev_Collab
hi@devcollaborative.com


